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Ditente and. Re-forming 
the World 

Marshall Shulman 

e need now to make a structural change W in our way of thinking about 
US.-Soviet relations. Our habit since World War I1 
has been to move back and forth between simplified 
extremes-to vacillate between overly sanguine expec- 
tations in which the inevitable difficulties in relations 
with the USSR are minimized and overly pessimistic 
and emotional positions in which the elements of 
change in the relationship are neglected. It is hard for 
public opinion in this country, perhaps in any country, 
to face up to emotionally unsatisfying ambiguities. 

The first thing to be said about the mixed relation- 
ship between the U.S. and USSR is that it is one of 
competition, and is likely to be so for some time. The 
military aspect of the relationship remains full of dan- 
gers. My feeling is that there is much too much com- 
placency about the dangers of nuclear war. One reason 
for this complacency is that the military innovations of 
the middle 1960’s had the effect of underpinning at 
least a partial degree of stability in the strategic arms 
competition. Now, however, the changes in military 
technology are such as to undermine even the partial 
stability we have had in strategic nuclear relations. 
Furthermore, the increasing hazards of nuclear prolif- 
eration and the danger that a local conflict situation 
may escalate beyond the control of either the Soviet 
Union or the United States should caution us not to 
treat the danger of nuclear war lightly. 

Among more positive elements is the clear decision 
by the Soviet leadership to give top priority to 
economic concerns. The Soviet lag in advanced tech- 
nology and its resulting need for an influx of capital, 
expertise, and technology from the West have been a 
primary motivation for a foreign policy of reduced 
tension. Recent conversations in Moscow left me with 
the strong impression that a large group of Soviet 
planners, as well as other party and government offi- 
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cials, have come a long way from the autarchic think- 
ing that was so long dominant. Soviet planning now 
seems to be predicated on the assumption of extensive 
involvement in the world economy, and this is an 
important change., 

Another element arguing for movement over t h e  is 
the existence, in the second and third tierslof the party 
and government apparatuses, of a younger generation 
that is highly trained technically. They might be called 
“within-system modernizers.” These are people of an 
essentially pragmatic orientation, who are working to 
overcome the encumbrances of the large bureauc- 
racies, increase productivity, and raise the efficiency 
of the system. Though perhaps not “liberalizers” in 
the Western sense of the word, they are likely to have 
a major impact on the future evolution of the Soviet 
system. The Soviet system (and the American system, 
too, for that matter) is likely to look very different ten 
or twenty. years from now. 

In the meantime, however, our relations with the 
USSR are further complicated by many tormenting 
problems of a moral nature. The repressiveness of the 
Soviet regime raises painful questions for us about the 
implications of our actions. Here there seems to be a 
curious inverse mechanism at work. Those elements of 
the Soviet bureaucracy concerned with preserving the 
party’s political monopoly and the security apparatus 
are evidently fearful lest a policy of reduced tension 
undermine the image of the implacable imperialist 
enemy. That image legitimizes the entire apparatus of 
control. A major part of their response has been to 
insist on sharpening the ideological struggle during the 
period of peaceful coexistence so as to remind the 
Soviet people that their old adversary is as dangerous 
as ever. The result is well known: A foreign policy 
aimed at reducing tensions abroad is combined with a 
pronounced tightening of internal controls. Efforts by 
the regime to crush the dissident movement and stamp 
out the circulation of sumizdur, plus the new spate of 
political trials, have called world attention to this real- 
ity. 
My own feeling is that over the long run the condi- 

tions most likely to favor an easing of repression in the 
USSR are dependent upon reduced international ten- 
sion. I recognize that the initial effect has been in the 
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opposite direction. We can be certain, however, that a 
period of prolonged tension is very likely to destroy 
any possibilities for change that now exist. Low ten- 
sion does not guarantee change, but high tension pre- 
cludes it. If there is to be change, it  will have to be the 
result of evolutionary forces within Soviet society it- 
self. It cannot be imposed from outside. 

I therefore believe it a mistake to impose as a condi- 
tion for further improvement in Soviet-American rela- 
tions the liberalization of Soviet domestic practices. 
Let me reemphasize that we cannot be indifferent to 
the human and moral issues involved, either in the 
Soviet Union or anywhere else, but we must first of all 
be evenhanded, applying civilized standards of be- 
havior both to ourselves and to others. Furthermore, if 
the linkage of ditente with Soviet domestic policy is to 
be either effective or humane, it must be based on a 
clear sense of what is feasible. The risk we run is that 
by making a governmental frontal demand for conces- 
sions the Soviets can only regard as humiliating we 
may merely precipitate a more rigid response. That 
does little to improve either the prospects for peace or 
the fate of Soviet dissidents. 

We would be wiser to use the economic leverage we 
possess as a continuing incentive for the Soviet Union 
to exercise restraint in conflict situations in the Middle 
East and elsewhere. Our responsibilities with respect 
to human rights will be better served by combining 
clear public expressions of concern with quiet diplo- 
macy. 

n all this we should view dktente not as an I accomplished relationship or a thing in it- 
self, but as a series of stages over time. Some of the 
confusion in the American discussions stems from a lack 
of clarity between our near-term and long-term interests 
and desires. 

In the short term an important overlapping interest 
between the Soviet Union and the United States is the 
avoidance of general war. Neither country has been as 
responsible as it should have been--especially with re- 
spect to the flow of weapons to other areas-but there 
seems to be a recognition on both sides that war would be 
a universal catastrophe, Both see that a paramount objec- 
tive of the first stage of ditente is to translate this shared 
interest into practical terms. This means, in the first 
instance, trying to stabilize and codify the strategic 
military competition. 

Of course, there are other things that can be done in 
this first, limited stage of ditente. We have begun 
cooperative efforts in such areas as trade, space research, 
health, science and technology, and oceanography. 
These endeavors may become increasingly important in 
the future. As of now they are peripheral to what must be 
our central concern, the issue of nuclear war. 

For the longer term, it is clear that the United States 
and the Soviet Union have different objectives. The 
Soviet expectation is that, given the inherent weaknesses 
of capitalist societies and the strengthening of its own 

economic base, conditions of reduced tension will allow 
the Soviet Union to expand its world influence. For the 
Soviets, peaceful coexistence does not imply an accep- 
tance of the existing intemational status quo. It is seen as 
a means of altering the status quo over time without 
resort to war. 

The long-term objective of the United States would be 
to bring the Soviet Union into more constructive partici- 
pation in the existing system of international politics. 
This would involve fundamental transformations in out- 
look, including an attenuation of ideological commit- 
ments to the inherent hostility between systems. It does 
not necessarily imply an acceptance of things as they are, 
nor does it necessarily entail a millennial transformation 
of the competitive objectives of the two countries. But it 
does require a commitment-on both sides-to the crea- 
tion of an international environment in which rapid 
change can be accommodated with minimal violence. 

hese considerations underscore the need for T a new definition of “security.” Clearly, 
any realistic notion of security involves maintaining a 
military equilibrium. But we must ask ourselves to what 
extent security is more than a question of military bal- 
ance alone. In other words, how must our ideas about 
power be expanded to account for its political, 
economic, and moral components? At issue here is the 
traditional problem of power as against principle in in- 
ternational relations. If what we are trying to secure is 
not only a piece of territory but also a system of values, 
our actions in the international arena should be compati- 
ble with the kindof international environment we wish to 
create. 

The need to articulate a conception of the desirable 
international system-and to persuade the Soviet Union 
that its interests are best served by constructive participa- 
tion in its development-seems especially acute now 
when international politics appears to be undergoing a 
transformation more rapid than anything we have previ- 
ously known. Changes in military and industrial tech- 
nology, in transportation and in communications, have 
radically altered both the substance and process of inter- 
national relations. They require new modes of interac- 
tion. They call into question many of our traditional 
assumptions, especially the emphasis we have placed on 
the nation-state and its sovereignty as the indispensable 
building block of the international order. The need is for 
an international order based on allegiances which are 
more than purely national and which teflect the inter- 
dependence of our lives and interests as inhabitants of 
this plabet . 

We fqce a cluster of “unlesses. ” Unless we appreciate 
the need.for a new definition of security, unless we 
generate domestic public support for a more enlightened 
foreign policy, unless theunited States can more nearly 
square its values with its actions-unless all these, the 
alternative before us is very likely the dissolution of the 
international order, to the extent that we now have one, 
into anarchy and violence. 


